
The ultimate
Photoshop
alternative,
inspired by you

®Why rent when you can own? PaintShop  Pro 

2019 Ultimate is your affordable, user-friendly 

alternative to Photoshop. Tap into an exclusive 

bonus pack of premium animation, painting and 

photo software, including PhotoMirage™ Express, 
®Painter  Essentials™ 6, Perfectly Clear 3.5, and 

®Corel  AfterShot™ 3, plus a separate collection 

of brushes, textures, and backgrounds, for 

endless photo options.



Get an exclusive bonus collection of 

premium software—value you just 

don't get with Photoshop. 
PaintShop Pro 2019 Ultimate delivers a wide 

range of pro-level photo editing and design 

capabilities at an affordable price—without a 

subscription. With PaintShop Pro 2019 Ultimate, 

users also get the unique Ultimate bonus pack, 

including:

PhotoMirage™ Express 

Effortlessly transform any image into a 

mesmerizing animation in a matter of minutes.

®Painter  Essentials™ 6

Become a digital artist with this easy-to-learn 

painting program. Turn your photos into 

amazing oil, pastel or impressionist works 

of art.

Who’s it for?Why choose 
PaintShop Pro 2019 
Ultimate?

Photo Enthusiasts
Photographers need a range of professional 

tools for photo editing. PaintShop Pro 2019 

Ultimate has all the tools they need to create 

their best photo ever, with precise selection 

tools, layers, brushes and content-aware editing 

tools, combined with four additional high-value 

photo, animation and painting applications, and 

a creative content collection.

Graphic Designers and Creative 

Consumers
Graphic designers use PaintShop Pro to make a 

variety of compositions, including posters, web 

graphics, brochures and more. Creative 

consumers produce content to share with 

friends and family. Both groups will broaden 

their creativity with PaintShop Pro Ultimate's 

new color palettes, brushes, gradients, patterns 

and picture tubes, as well as all the additional 

creative tools in the Ultimate bonus pack.

®Painter  Essentials™ 6 Perfectly Clear 3.5 SE

®Corel  AfterShot™ 3

Brandon A. McDonald
PhotoMirage™ Express

Perfectly Clear 3.5 SE

Trust intelligent analysis to find and fix camera 

flaws automatically. This award-winning image 

correction technology fixes photos in just 

one click.

®Corel  Creative Collection 

Expand your creative capabilities with dozens of 

brushes, textures, and over 100 royalty-free 

backgrounds. 

®Corel  AfterShot™ 3

Quickly learn professional-grade RAW photo 

editing. Enhance one or thousands of photos at 

once with powerful batch processing tools.



What's new?

Performance enhancements boost 

speed and quality
Work more efficiently and achieve better 

results. Thanks to significant performance 

improvements, PaintShop Pro 2019 is quicker 

and more robust than ever.

Ÿ Save time with a faster Crop tool

Ÿ Enjoy over 50 fixes based on customer 

feedback

Ÿ Quickly correct your photos with a faster 

One-Step Photo Fix

Ÿ Copy image areas with increased speed 

using the quicker Clone tool

Ÿ Enjoy ultra high definition resolution with 

enhanced 4K support

Ÿ Gain better control with support for the 

latest stylus and graphics tablets

Ÿ Work with more momentum thanks to 

Autosave enhancements

Ÿ Enjoy support for 100 new cameras

Next-level creative innovation
Let emerging technologies enhance your 

creativity in new, unprecedented ways.

Ÿ Get creative with Pic-to-Painting presets that 

leverage Artificial Intelligence

Ÿ Edit 360° photos with support for 360° 

cameras

Ÿ Be inspired by new gradients, picture tubes, 

brushes, color palettes, and patterns 

Ÿ PhotoMirage™ ExpressNew! 
®Ÿ Painter  Essentials™ 6New! 

Ÿ  Perfectly Clear 3.5 SENew!
®Ÿ Corel  AfterShot™ 3
®Ÿ Corel  Creative Collection 

Layers and masks
Use multiple, non-destructive layers when 

editing images to create photo composites with 

ease. Create masks to hide or show parts of a 

layer, fade between layers, and to create special 

effects with precision.

Drawing and painting tools
Use brushes, vector tools, fills, the color changer 

and gradients to explore a wide range of creative 

projects.

Text tools
Add text to any print, web or photo project with 

a complete set of typography tools.

Scripts
Scripts bring the power of automation to photo 

editing. Record a series of commands as a script 

that you can playback at any time.

Batch processing
Save time and increase productivity by quickly 

applying adjustments to multiple photos at once.

Classic features

PaintShop Pro

NEW! 360° photo editing

Simplified with you in mind
We're committed to focusing on removing the 

obstacles that stand in the way of your success. 

That's why we've largely focused on simplifying 

PaintShop Pro 2019—for the best possible 

experience.

Ÿ Easily migrate content and plugins from 

previous versions, for a seamless upgrade 

experience

Ÿ Conveniently enhance photos directly from 

your Crop toolbar

Ÿ Customize your UI text size for better 

legibility

NEW! Pic-to-Painting presets

Ultimate Bonus Pack
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Product Packaging information

Single box Case (10-pack) Pallet
(90 cases/pallet)

Imperial Metric Imperial Metric Imperial Metric

Weight

Height

Width

Depth

0.23 lb.

7.50 in.

5.25 in.

1.25 in.

0.10 kg

19.05 cm

13.33 cm

3.17 cm

2.72 lb.

8.25 in.

5.88 in.

14.5 in.

1.23 kg

20.95 cm

14.92 cm

36.83 cm

271 lb.

46.75 in.

40.00 in.

48.00 in.

123.00 kg

118.75 cm

101.60 cm

121.90 cm

Specifications (approx.)

Box and case specifications

Part number, UPC codes and pricing

Part Number UPC Code SRP*

PSP2019ULEFMBAM

Corel PaintShop Pro 2019

Ultimate 

English/French minibox

7-35163-15335-4

* Suggested retail price. Dealer may sell for less. Prices are inclusive of applicable VAT.

$99.99 USD/CAD

System Requirements
! Windows 10, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 7 

(Pic-to-Painting requires Windows 10 64-bit)
! Intel Core i-series or AMD Phenom II and above
! 4 GB of RAM; 3 GB of available hard-disk space
! 1280 x 768 resolution with 16-bit color display
! DirectX 9 or higher compatible video adapter
! Internet Explorer version 10 or higher
! Internet connection for online features
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